
Have you had great experiences at our stores and 
wondered what it might be like to join our team? 
Arch offers a variety of  positions, from Reception and Freelance Work, to Makeup Artists, 
Sales Associates, Licensed Stylists and Aestheticians. Our employees are held to the 
highest of  standards when it comes to all things beauty, including client experience and 
shopping, providing excellence in our services and a well understood base of  knowledge 
when it comes to the fundamentals and luxury ingredients of  our skincare, haircare, 
cosmetics, home, body and fragrance. With constant focus to continuing education, 
opportunity through all of  our positions allow you to take your career further by the 
passion you put into Arch, our clients and providing a unique and quality client 
experience. With experience in sales and customer service, you’ll accelerate through 
training by working through our program and taking models to offer services, retail 
experiences and mastering client interaction. With enthusiasm for our industry, you will 
be able to practice both services and understand a wide selection of  luxury products to 
recommend to clients by understanding our belief  of  offering a custom and opulent 
experience within our stores as a contributing member of  our team. With a high level of  
expectation for professionalism, our staff  is goaled in both retail and service both 
individually and as a store — so experience in the service industry is highly admired     
and is what sets our staff  apart. 

Enthusiasm to benefit by working both individually with clients, but more importantly as 
a member of  our team and with expectation to heavily market yourself  beyond training to 
build your books is what highly attributes to our unique structure in how we compensate 
our staff. We offer compensation based on hourly pay and sales commission incentives, 
with the addition of  gratuity when provided by clients. With constant brand and rep 
support, Arch offers training in all of  the brands that we carry which inspires to evolve 
and trust each employee as experts and advocates for our lines. We anticipate sales will 
follow organically through one on one education, expertise in the aesthetics world and 
personal recommendation to all of  our clients. Our staff  members are expected to work 
together while supporting creativity, empowerment and education with each and every 
guest as well as other staff, embodying Arch’s concept and inclusion of  everyone no 
matter race, sexual orientation, gender orientation, religion or the color of  their skin. 
With the cultivation of  a diverse team, Arch believes in strength through offering 
experiences for everyone with unique qualities as leaders in our industry, through 
experience and constant discovery within our field.

C A R E E R S



F R E E L A N C E
At Arch Cosmetics, Inc. freelancers are hired for both in-store and on-location services 
to help with weddings and events and filling in when the store manager schedules them 
for a shift. Freelancers can and are always encouraged to request work, but set hours 
cannot be guaranteed in this position. Arch will always try to give the freelancer notice 
for weddings or events, but in the case of  an emergency, freelancers should be counted 
on to take last minute work if  and when possible. Freelancers must follow Arch Beauty 
Standards, protocol and rules pertaining to all Bridal Kits and are expected to 
represent Arch as professionally as all employees and while in store or on location so as 
to ensure that all clients are receiving the same service no matter who’s chair they’re in. 
Soliciting by freelancers is not tolerated in any shape or form, as when you’re scheduled 
with Arch you’re required and expected to be representing our company only, which 
includes the use of  our Bridal Kits, products, brushes and skincare when working a 
wedding or event. Freelancers are expected to return all kits in perfect condition once 
their shift is complete, and to act as a contributing member of  the Arch team by 
following all Employee Standards both in store and on location.



All Arch employees must go through a minimum of  four weeks 
of  training on Arch Beauty Standards, services offered, timing 
and etiquette including full trainings in all of  our product lines 
both internally and with brand ambassadors from each line. All 
trainings scheduled through Arch are for the benefit of  all 
employees, which we think speaks to how our industry is ever 
evolving, and as a leader in offering luxury brands through client 
experience, expect our staff  to be as well. Each member of  our 
team is also required to help with keeping the store visually and 
aesthetically presentable by performing store tasks and through 
following company policies and guidelines.

R O C K F O R D Julie Scaduto | julie@archapothecary.com

C H I C A G O Michaela Redfern | michaela@archapothecary.com

M A D I S O N Katie Kemp | katie@archapothecary.com

M I L W A U K E E Cara Piper | cara@archapothecary.com

Interested in a Career with Arch?
Contact one of  our store managers with your résumé at any time! 


